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"Expertly blends reality and fantasy to explore what's
behind love and loss, what it takes to heal." - Randy
Ribay, author of National Book Award finalist Patron
Saints of Nothing Acclaimed author Lilliam Rivera
blends a touch of magical realism into a timely story
about cultural identity, overcoming trauma, and the
power of first love. Eury comes to the Bronx as a girl
haunted. Haunted by losing everything in Hurricane
Maria--and by an evil spirit, Ato. She fully expects
the tragedy that befell her and her family in Puerto
Rico to catch up with her in New York. Yet, for a
time, she can almost set this fear aside, because
there's this boy . . . Pheus is a golden-voiced,
bachata-singing charmer, ready to spend the
summer on the beach with his friends, serenading
his on-again, off-again flame. That changes when he
meets Eury. All he wants is to put a smile on her
face and fight off her demons. But some dangers are
too powerful for even the strongest love, and as the
world threatens to tear them apart, Eury and Pheus
must fight for each other and their lives. Featuring
contemporary Afro-Latinx characters, this retelling of
the Greek myth Orpheus and Eurydice is perfect for
fans of Ibi Zoboi's Pride and Daniel José Older's
Shadowshaper. A Pura Belpré Honor winner!
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It's been exactly one day since rock star Abigail Kelly
fled her chaotic life in L.A. to her sister's home in
Florida. One day without her demanding manager,
paparazzi, ridiculous tour schedules, and recording
sessions. For the first time in five years, she has the
summer off. To be anonymous. A summer to not
think about losing her brother...or that her oncenormal life has turned into a mess of panic and
heartbreak. But all it takes is one twist of fate-to
enter a stranger's surf shop while trying to dodge
some fans-for everything to change. Because the
shop owner happens to be a really cute guy with an
amazing laugh.With Todd, an ex-Marine sniper
turned surfer, she feels things she hasn't felt for a
long time. Possibly never. But when the real world
comes crashing back in, Abby is caught between the
superstar she's become...and the painfully real
human being she longs to be.
Definitely, Maybe in Love is a modern take on Pride
and Prejudice that proves true love is worth risking a
little pride. Spring Honeycutt wants two things: to ace
her thesis and save the environment. Easy, right?
Uh. No. When her professor suggests with a few
changes the thesis could be published, she’s willing
to do whatever it takes to make that happen.
Except––that means forming a partnership with the
very hot, very privileged, very conceited Henry
Knightly. He’s her polar opposite and pushes all her
buttons. When she finds there's more to Henry than
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his old money and argyle sweaters...it’s hard not to
like him––a lot. Suddenly, choosing between what
she wants and needs puts Spring at odds with
everything she believes in.
Oasis's incendiary 1994 debut album Definitely
Maybe managed to summarize almost the entire
history of post-fifties guitar music from Chuck Berry
to My Bloody Valentine in a way that seemed
effortless. But this remarkable album was also a
social document that came closer to narrating the
collective hopes and dreams of a people than any
other record of the last quarter century. In a Britain
that had just undergone the most damaging period of
social upheaval in a century under the Thatcher
government, Noel Gallagher ventriloquized slogans
of burning communitarian optimism through the
mouth of his brother Liam and the playing of the
other Oasis 'everymen': Paul McGuigan, Paul
Arthurs and Tony McCarroll. On Definitely Maybe,
Oasis communicated a timeworn message of
idealism and hope against the odds, but one that
had special resonance in a society where the
widening gap between high and low demanded a
newly superhuman kind of leaping. Alex Niven charts
the astonishing rise of Oasis in the mid 1990s and
celebrates the life-affirming, communal force of
songs such as “Live Forever,” “Supersonic,” and
“Cigarettes & Alcohol.” In doing so, he seeks to
reposition Oasis in relation to their Britpop peers and
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explore one of the most controversial pop-cultural
narratives of the last thirty years.
Will one mistake destroy her life? Will one secret?
One lie? Kinsley Felton thought she had found a
solution to her problems. She thought she had
convinced her family that she is strong enough to run
the company, if not on her own, then with help. She
thought she had won when she decided not to marry
Killian and instead just date him. But everything she
thought was wrong. Killian isn't who she thought he
was. Now she is sitting in a jail cell for something
she didn't do because of him. But maybe she
deserves to sit in jail anyway to pay for her past
mistakes. All she knows is she needs to stay far
away from Killian no matter how much her heart
aches for him. Will Kinsley let herself get lost in the
deceit or will she save herself and take another
chance at love?
“Adair just keeps getting better!” —Jill Shalvis, New
York Times bestselling author “Lighthearted and
humorous…a sweet, satisfying romance.”
—Publishers Weekly A Goodreads Most Anticipated
Romance of January An Amazon Book Review
Highly Anticipated Romantic Comedy & Best of the
Month Selection An Apple Books Best of the Month
Selection A funny and delightful story from the New
York Times bestselling author of the St. Helena
Vineyard series that fans of Avery Flynn, Kristan
Higgins, and Helena Hunting will love. Set against
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the breezy backdrop of coastal Rhode Island,
bestselling author Marina Adair’s latest novel asks
whether two of a small town’s biggest hearts can
learn to put themselves first—in the name of love. . .
As caregiver for her autistic brother, Beckett Hayes
knows how meaningful a little extra help can be
when life happens. Which is why she runs Consider
It Done, a personal concierge service in her small
town. Her job also gives her the flexibility to follow
her passion, being Rome, Rhode Island’s unofficial
special needs advocate, training emotional support
companions in her spare time. There’s not much of
that, though, and certainly not enough for serious
dating. It’s always been family first for Beck. But one
unquestionably gorgeous, good-natured man is
suddenly a temptation that’s getting tougher to resist
. . . Sixteen years ago, Levi Rhodes was ready to
sail off into the sunset—literally. But then his father’s
death and his sister’s unexpected pregnancy
postponed his sailing scholarship and the
adventures he had planned. Running the family
marina and bar was the least he could do for his
grieving mother. Plus, his niece needed a fatherfigure. But now that she’s in high school and has her
bio-dad in her life, Levi’s wondering if it’s time to get
his sea legs under him again. Or he was wondering,
until curvy, caring Beck showed up in his bar, and
then in his dreams . . . “Charming…Sweet and
sensitive, Hopeless Romantic is a funny romance
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that gently manages heavy issues.” —Shelf
Awareness A portion of royalties to benefit The
Organization for Autism Research. Praise for Marina
Adair “Small town sweetness, endearing characters
and a unique quirky flair." —Carly Phillips, New York
Times bestselling author “Marina Adair is a breath of
fresh air. . . . Don't miss a word from this magnificent
author!” —New York Times bestselling author
Darynda Jones
After a decade apart, childhood sweethearts
reconnect by chance in New York Times bestselling
author Christina Lauren’s touching, romantic novel
Love and Other Words…how many words will it take
for them to figure out where it all went wrong? The
story of the heart can never be unwritten. Macy
Sorensen is settling into an ambitious if emotionally
tepid routine: work hard as a new pediatrics resident,
plan her wedding to an older, financially secure man,
keep her head down and heart tucked away. But
when she runs into Elliot Petropoulos—the first and
only love of her life—the careful bubble she’s
constructed begins to dissolve. Once upon a time,
Elliot was Macy’s entire world—growing from her
gangly bookish friend into the man who coaxed her
heart open again after the loss of her mother...only
to break it on the very night he declared his love for
her. Told in alternating timelines between Then and
Now, teenage Elliot and Macy grow from friends to
much more—spending weekends and lazy summers
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together in a house outside of San Francisco
devouring books, sharing favorite words, and talking
through their growing pains and triumphs. As adults,
they have become strangers to one another until
their chance reunion. Although their memories are
obscured by the agony of what happened that night
so many years ago, Elliot will come to understand
the truth behind Macy’s decade-long silence, and
will have to overcome the past and himself to revive
her faith in the possibility of an all-consuming love.
Five irresistible guys...five unforgettable romances
Step backstage with the guys of Seconds to
Juliet—the hottest boy band to hit the scene in
years—and the girls who capture their hearts.
Superstardom has never been so sexy... Join the
fandom. Just click the button. Aimee and the
Heartthrob by Ophelia London Mia and the Bad Boy
by Lisa Burstein Daisy and the Front Man by
Rebekah L. Purdy Anya and the Shy Guy by Suze
Winegardner Abby and the Cute One by Erin Butler
Ex-ballerina Ellie Bell has twenty-four days left until her
self-imposed man-less year is up. No more falling for the
wrong kind of guy—charming, sexy, bad. Why can't she
find someone sweet like Charlie, her soldier pen pal? His
e-mails meant the world to her, and she can't stop
thinking about him...until she meets Hunter, whose
muscles and cocky smile threaten to have her relapsing.
Before Charlie "Big Game Hunter" Johansson's last tour
of duty, he'd gone through women like crazy. But after
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connecting on a real, emotional level via letters with his
best friend's sister, Charlie's ready for a relationship—with
Ellie. But then her brother introduces him as Hunter.
Proving he's no longer a player by becoming her dance
partner for an Army benefit seems like it could convince
both siblings he's changed. Except the harder he falls for
Ellie, the harder it is to come clean. Can he convince her
to fall for the real him before it's too late? Each book in
the Perfect Kisses series is a standalone, full-length
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Book #1 - Playing
at Love Book #2 – Speaking of Love Book #3 – Falling
for Her Soldier Book #4 – Making Waves
It's a chance to start over for both of them... Everleigh
Girard always dates the wrong men at the worst times.
The last debacle cost her a job and an apartment. But
thanks to a crazy lottery win, she and her friends have a
fresh start restoring a historic inn. Determined to make it
a success, Everleigh swears off the dangers of dating
entirely. Except…the town’s police chief is distractingly
hot. So how much trouble could friends with benefits
really cause? Police chief Matt Halliday always puts
protecting his town first. He’s blindsided when his house
mysteriously burns down, and grateful his friends rent
him a room at their inn while they finish renovations. It’s
a great deal. Mostly. It’s hard to resist the very beautiful
Everleigh. Love is permanently off the table for him—but
lust is definitely on. After their first red-hot kiss, keeping it
casual is impossible. Can Everleigh teach Matt to trust
again—especially when he’s keeping a secret that may
put him and his new friends at risk?
Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster,
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and so he'd proposed, figuring that she'd be homely and
unassuming, and more than a little desperate for an offer
of marriage. Except . . . she wasn't. The beautiful woman
on his doorstep was anything but quiet, and when she
stopped talking long enough to close her mouth, all he
wanted to do was kiss her . . . and more. Did he think
she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn't marry a man
she had never met! But then she started thinking . . . and
wondering . . . and before she knew it, she was in a hired
carriage in the middle of the night, on her way to meet
the man she hoped might be her perfect match. Except .
. . he wasn't. Her perfect husband wouldn't be so moody
and ill-mannered, and while Phillip was certainly
handsome, he was a large brute of a man, rough and
rugged, and totally unlike the London gentlemen vying
for her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when he
kissed her . . . the rest of the world simply fell away, and
she couldn't help but wonder . . . could this imperfect
man be perfect for her?
Definitely, Maybe in LoveEntangled: Embrace
Begin your journey to self-love with inspiring messages
of hope as well as actionable moments from Instagram
artist Tori Press. Life is a journey. And even though
everyone’s journey is different and unique, we all share
one thing that binds us together—our search for selfacceptance and self-love. Half the time, we feel like we
have no idea what we’re doing—and that’s okay. It’s
something that author and Instagram artist Tori Press
knows all too well. In I Am Definitely, Probably Enough (I
Think), Press uses the power of image to tackle the
major themes in her life that keep her from loving
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herself—questions about self-worth, fluctuating selfesteem, anxiety, depression, external pressures from
society, body image, and so on. She may not have all
the answers, but she’s trying, and half the time that’s all
that really matters. Practicing self-love takes patience,
devotion, and a little bit of heart. Now you can be
inspired by the honest advice and understanding Press
provides to help you continue, or even start, your own
journey to self-love.
In the early days of the Civil War, rumors of gold in the
frozen Klondike brought hordes of newcomers to the
Pacific Northwest. Anxious to compete, Russian
prospectors commissioned inventor Leviticus Blue to
create a great machine that could mine through Alaska's
ice. Thus was Dr. Blue's Incredible Bone-Shaking Drill
Engine born. But on its first test run the Boneshaker went
terribly awry, destroying several blocks of downtown
Seattle and unearthing a subterranean vein of blight gas
that turned anyone who breathed it into the living dead.
Now it is sixteen years later, and a wall has been built to
enclose the devastated and toxic city. Just beyond it
lives Blue's widow, Briar Wilkes. Life is hard with a
ruined reputation and a teenaged boy to support, but she
and Ezekiel are managing. Until Ezekiel undertakes a
secret crusade to rewrite history. His quest will take him
under the wall and into a city teeming with ravenous
undead, air pirates, criminal overlords, and heavily
armed refugees. And only Briar can bring him out alive.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The first time I meet Joe Channing he's dressed head-toPage 10/24
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toe in black, lurking around my grandmother's house. Up
to no good? All signs point to yes. Dangerous?
Obviously. Just look at him. Sexy as hell? With those
blue eyes and that wicked smile-I mean, he isn't NOT
good-looking... The second time I see him, he's trying to
kill my grandmother. At least it looks that way. At first.
Maybe I misjudged the situation, but that doesn't mean I
misjudged him. Joe and I? We're oil and water. Gasoline
and a flame. Great hair and a windy day. I'm a doctor. I
help sick kids. As for him? I suspect serial killer with his
sights set on my grandma. While I'd be happy to never
see him again, she falls for him hook, line, and sinker,
then hires him to renovate her house. I've never met
someone who makes me feel so... ...so... ...so
everything. I want to grab him. And shake him. And kiss
him until he can't see straight... Hold on. Say what now?
A full-length, standalone romantic comedy filled with
hilarious characters and sizzling chemistry. You'll adore
this grumpy hero and his sassy heroine as they stumble
into their happily ever after. Laugh, swoon, and fall in
love!
"Fun, sweet, and so, so HOT! This is my teenage dream
come true!" -Rachel Harris, New York Times Bestselling
author of The Fine Art of Pretending Miles Carlisle is
every teen girl’s fantasy. His rugged good looks and
exotic British accent have helped catapult his boy band,
Seconds to Juliet, to super-stardom. But after two
disastrous and very public breakups, Miles isn’t
interested in dating just any girl; he wants The One. And
the only girl he’s interested in is not only his best
friend’s little sister—and off-limits—but won’t even give
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him the time of day... As a kid, Aimee Bingham had a
huge thing for Miles...until he made fun of her for always
tagging along. Now that she’s outgrown both him and
her pigtails, the prospect of spending two weeks on tour
with the childhood crush who broke her heart isn’t
exactly enticing. Except now Miles seems interested.
Very interested. And no matter how hard Aimee tries to
resist him, her crush is definitely making a comeback.
But everyone knows that falling for a heartthrob is a
backstage pass to heartbreak... Disclaimer: This
Entangled Teen Crush book contains references to drug
use, drinking, some sexual content, and lots and lots of
kissing. Its swoonworthy hero may ruin all others for you.
Each book in the Backstage Pass Series is a standalone,
full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series
Order: Book #1 - Aimee and the Heartthrob Book #2 Mia and the Bad Boy Book #3 - Daisy and the Front Man
Book #4 - Anya and the Shy Guy Book #5 - Abby and the
Cute One

DEFINITELY, MAYBE...OR LOVE, ACTUALLY?
English professor Bonnie Blythe expects her life to
play out like her favorite novels, especially now that
her long-term boyfriend has finally proposed. So
when a shocking discovery leads Bonnie to end her
engagement, she decides to close the book on love.
But the plot thickens when a brand-new character
enters the scene—and quickens Bonnie's heart. With
his brilliant blue eyes, sexy accent, and irresistible
charm, Theo Wharton is like a romantic hero straight
out of a Jane Austen novel. When fate places
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Bonnie in England for a summer—conveniently close
to Theo—she realizes a hot friends-with-benefits fling
is exactly what she needs to start a fresh chapter.
Just as Bonnie begins to believe she's falling in love,
an eye-opening revelation into Theo's life makes
Bonnie feel like she's wandered into one of her
favorite books. Will Bonnie have the courage to risk
her heart and turn the page with the dashing Brit to
find her true happy ending after all?
One type-A data analyst discovers her free-spirited
side on an impulsive journey from bustling Mumbai
to the gorgeous beaches of Goa and finds love
waiting for her on Christmas morning. Twenty-nineyear-old Niki Randhawa has always made practical
decisions. Despite her love for music and art, she
became an analyst for the stability. She's always
stuck close to home, in case her family needed her.
And she's always dated guys that seem good on
paper, rather than the ones who give her butterflies.
When she's laid off, Niki realizes that practical hasn't
exactly paid off for her. So for the first time ever, she
throws caution to the wind and books a last-minute
flight for her friend Diya’s wedding. Niki arrives in
India just in time to celebrate Diwali, the festival of
lights, where she meets London musician Sameer
Mukherji. Maybe it's the splendor of Mumbai or the
magic of the holiday season, but Niki is immediately
drawn to Sam. At the wedding, the champagne flows
and their flirtatious banter makes it clear that the
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attraction is mutual. When Niki and Sam join Diya,
her husband and their friends on a group
honeymoon, their connection grows deeper. Freespirited Sam helps Niki get in touch with her
passionate and creative side, and with her Indian
roots. When she gets a new job offer back home,
Niki must decide what she wants out of the next
chapter of her life—to cling to the straight and narrow
like always, or to take a leap of faith and live the kind
of bold life the old Niki never would have dreamed
of.
Even as actresses become increasingly
marginalized by Hollywood, French cinema is
witnessing an explosion of female talent—a Golden
Age unlike anything the world has seen since the
days of Stanwyck, Hepburn, Davis, and Garbo. In
France, the joy of acting is alive and well. Scores of
French actresses are doing the best work of their
lives in movies tailored to their star images and
unique personalities. Yet virtually no one this side of
the Atlantic even knows about them. Viewers who
feel shortchanged by Hollywood will be thrilled to
discover The Beauty of the Real. This book
showcases a range of contemporary French
actresses to an audience that will know how to
appreciate them—an American public hungry for the
exact qualities that these women represent. To
spend time with them, to admire their flashing
intelligence and fearless willingness to depict life as
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it is lived, gives us what we're looking for in movies
but so rarely find: insights into womanhood,
meditations on the dark and light aspect's of life's
journey, revelations and explorations that move
viewers to reflect on their own lives. The stories they
bring to the screen leave us feeling renewed and
excited about movies again. Based on one-on-one
interviews and the viewing of numerous films, Mick
LaSalle has put together a fascinating profile of
recent generations of French film stars and an
overview of their best work. These women's insights
and words illuminate his book, which will answer
once and for all the two questions Americans most
often have about women and the movies: Where did
all the great actresses go? And how can I see their
movies? Please click here to see a video discussing
The Beauty of the Real at the Roxie Film Festival.
At bedtime a boy confronts the nightmare in his
closet and finds him not so terrifying after all.
England, 1990s. Cool Britannia takes over the world
and Britpop leads the charge. The easiest thing for
Chris would be to submerge himself in the music, but
with girls like Lou around, it's not that simple. And
she's not the only one distracting him from his
beloved bands ... When he most needs help, will
compulsive climber Rob, or Mike, a PhD student
who's OCD on coffee, show him the way? Maybe
Cecilia, or the unforgettable Chemical Joe with his indepth knowledge of gangster films, can come up
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with the answers? Caught between bad advice, an
overwhelming desire for sex and an opportunity to
see Blur, the one big Britpop band he's missed,
Chris has life-changing decisions to make. As the
90s come to a close, is this finally the time to go it
alone? Love In The Time Of Britpop is an unromantic
comedy about great loves, incredible music and
awkward sex, all set to the finest soundtrack the UK
has ever produced. You can listen to the first chapter
here: https: //soundcloud.com/rbanigeradio/love-inthe-time-of-britpop
Supernaturally gifted cocktail waitress Sookie
Stackhouse heads for New Orleans, where she is
forced to contend with her own family's dark legacy
and a variety of potentially lethal characters.
Lisa Yee makes her YA debut with this hilarious
novel about a charm-school dropout who becomes a
drop-dead charmer on a quest for her father in
California. Meet Maybelline Mary Katherine Mary
Ann Chestnut, named for two Miss Americas and her
mother Chessy's favorite brand of mascara. Chessy
teaches the students in her charm school her Seven
Select Rules for Young Ladies, but she won't tell
Maybe who her real father is -- or protect her from
her latest scuzzball boyfriend. So Maybe grabs a
ride to California with her friends Hollywood and
Thammasat Tantipinichwong Schneider (aka Ted) -and what she finds there is funny, sad, true, and
inspiring . . . vintage Lisa Yee.
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One question from an ex-lover. One text message
from a complete stranger. The same answer to
both...Yes. Scarlett Bell has found a way to move
beyond a dark past that threatened to take her best
friend, Kinsley, from her. Now ten years later Scarlett
has everything. A multi-billion dollar fashion and
beauty empire. A fabulous New York apartment filled
with everything a girl could need. And an awesome
best friend. What more could she want? Love,
marriage, and a baby. Everything her best friend
has. One ex-boyfriend could give her everything she
thinks she wants. Even if he is a little too nice... One
dark stranger could give her everything she never
knew she wanted. But he could destroy her life...
Two men. Two choices. One answer to both:
Definitely Yes.
A hard-boiled detective tale full of talking animals
and murder, from the award-winning author of
Motherless Brooklyn and The Arrest. Gumshoe
Conrad Metcalf has problems—there's a rabbit in his
waiting room and a trigger-happy kangaroo on his
tail. Near-future Oakland is a brave new world where
evolved animals are members of society, the police
monitor citizens by their karma levels, and mindnumbing drugs such as Forgettol and Acceptol are
all the rage. Mixing elements of sci-fi, noir, and
mystery, this clever first novel from a beloved author
is a wry, funny, and satiric look at all that the future
may hold. Metcalf has been shadowing Celeste, the
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wife of an affluent doctor. Perhaps he's falling a little
in love with her at the same time. When the doctor
turns up dead, our amiable investigator finds himself
caught in a crossfire between the boys from the
Inquisitor's Office and gangsters who operate out of
the back room of a bar called the Fickle Muse.
Newsweek“Marries Chandler's style and Philip K.
Dick's vision.”— “Marvelous…Stylish, intelligent,
darkly humorous, and highly readable
entertainment.”—San Francisco Examiner
Welcome to charming Honey Brook, Pennsylvania,
where bestselling author Ophelia London will bring
you on a moving and unforgettable journey through
faith, forgiveness, and ultimately love. Everything
changed for Esther Miller with the death of her
beloved fiancé, Jacob. Even years later, she still
struggles with her faith and purpose in the small,
tight-knit Amish village of Honey Brook—especially
now that her younger sister is getting married. All
she wants is to trust in the Lord to help her find
peace...but peace is the last thing she gets when
Lucas, Jacob’s wayward older brother, returns to
town. Lucas Brenneman has been harboring a
secret for years—the real reason he never returned
from Rumspringa and the truth behind his brother
Jacob’s death. Honey Brook still calls to him, but he
knows his occupation as a physician’s assistant
must take precedence. With sweet and beautiful
Esther he finds a comfort he’s never known, and he
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feels like anything is possible...even forgiveness. But
she was Jacob’s bride-to-be first. And if she knew
the truth, would she ever truly open her heart to him?
Sarita Sengupta is in her last semester of grad
school and has finally realized she doesn't have a
career plan, a girlfriend, or a clear outlook on life.
She works as a pastry shop's head decorator, but is
otherwise drifting without direction until a friend's
birthday party ends with her waking up in the
unexpected company of Maritza QuiNones, a pretty
ballroom dancer whose cheerful charm and laser
focus sets Sarita on a path to making all of the
choices she's been avoiding.
When she discovers that her boyfriend is cheating
on her, Sydney, a 22-year-old college student, must
decide what to do next, especially when she
becomes captivated by her mysterious neighbor
Ridge. Original.
I have a secret. A secret that I am hiding from
everyone, even my best friend. A secret that I must
keep to protect everyone. I still want Beast. I want
him more than anything, but I can't be with him. Our
worlds are too different. We are too different. But I
still cling on to that tiny bit of hope. That in real life
the Beauty can find a way to be with the Beast. That
we can be together...forever.
Growing up on the rough streets of Castlemilk,
James Toner found himself drawn to the worlds of
drugs and crime. But from an early age, alcohol was
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the drug that had its claws firmly into the young
Glaswegian. And it was alcohol that led to his
frequent brushes with the law. Rising from petty
crime to being a bag man for various dealers, James
operated on the fringes of society, riding the Ecstasy
wave of the late 1980s into cocaine addiction in the
1990s. But two events would change his life forever.
The first was his brother's brutal murder in 2004
which shattered the newly found life of normality he
had worked so hard for. The second took place
when trying to escape the stress and aftermath of
that murder. Leaving Glasgow and all its problems
behind, he fled to his beloved Goa, a destination he
had been visiting for many years. There, when
carrying out what should have been an everyday
pickup of hashish for him and some friends, he found
himself set up by the local police and his supplier.
What followed was eleven months on remand in the
hell of Indian prisons, then a 3-year period of limbo
as he found himself trapped in the maze of the
corrupt and complicated Indian legal system.At times
tragic, at others humorous, this is the true story of
one man's journey through life and all the hurdles he
faced. More importantly, it's a story of realisation and
recovery, one that can inspire anyonewho has
battled drink or drug addiction.
"High school senior Frank Li takes a risk to go after a
girl his parents would never approve of, but his plans
will leave him wondering if he ever really understood
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love--or himself--at all"-Her future is already set, all she has to do is marry a
complete stranger. Kinsley Felton has everything.
Money, a loving family, and a modeling career. She
graduates from Yale in just days, but unlike a typical
college student she doesn't have to spend hours
looking for a job when she graduates. Kinsley will
inherit the multi-billion dollar gaming and hospitality
company her great-grandfather started. The only
problem is she has to do everything her family asks
for in order to get that money. That includes
marrying a man of her family's choosing. That's not a
problem since Kinsley has been following her
family's orders all her life. Until a phone call from her
grandfather changes everything. Will she marry the
man her family chooses or will she decide her own
future?
Sharona Blaire is only in Australia for a business audit,
but she's determined to make the most of her one free
night. So when she spills her drink on a handsome
stranger and they end up flirting, she does something
completely out of character—she kisses him. But the
prospect of taking it further totally freaks her out...almost
as much as discovering the next morning that the man
she's auditing is the sexy, tanned stranger she left with
zero explanation. An audit during his crew's most
important expedition yet is a complication marine
biologist Jeff Cruz doesn't need—especially when the
auditor is the gorgeous, fascinating woman from the
night before. Out at sea with nowhere to run, he's forced
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to admit Sharona draws him in like a shark to blood. But
Jeff's one passion is his job, and nothing—not even
love—will get its hooks in him... Each book in the Sugar
City series is STANDALONE: * Love Bites * Kissing Her
Crush * Wife for the Weekend
‘Delightfully romantic, light-hearted and charmingly
entertaining.’ What’s Better Than Books? Definitely,
maybe...yes?
In its first-ever unexpurgated edition, a sci-fi landmark
that's a comic and suspenseful tour-de-force, and puts
distraction in a whole new light: It's not you, it's the
universe! Boris and Arkady Strugatsky were the greatest
science fiction writers of the Soviet era: their books were
intellectually provocative and riotously funny, full of
boldly imagined scenarios and veiled—but clear—social
criticism. Which may be why Definitely Maybe has never
before been available in an uncensored edition, let alone
in English. It tells the story of astrophysicist Dmitri
Malianov, who has sent his wife and son off to her
mother’s house in Odessa so that he can work, free
from distractions, on the project he’s sure will win him
the Nobel Prize. But he’d have an easier time making
progress if he wasn’t being interrupted all the time: First,
it’s the unexpected delivery of a crate of vodka and
caviar. Then a beautiful young woman in an unnervingly
short skirt shows up at his door. Then several of his
friends—also scientists—drop by, saying they all felt they
were on the verge of a major discovery when they got . .
. distracted . . . Is there an ominous force that doesn’t
want knowledge to progress? Or could it be something
more . . . natural? In this nail-bitingly suspenseful book,
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the Strugatsky brothers bravely and brilliantly question
authority: an authority that starts with crates of vodka,
but has lightning bolts in store for humans who refuse to
be cowed.
A brilliant study of Oasis' debut album, highlighting the
band's massive cultural impact and the raw, positive
power of those early songs.
Praised by New York Times bestselling author Lauren
Myracle as “hilarious, moving and flat-out fun,” and
Kirkus as a “pitch-perfect rendering … of the teen
experience,” Ten Things I Did (and Probably Shouldn't
Have) has captured the hearts of critics and readers
alike. Fans of Sarah Dessen, E. Lockhart, and Maureen
Johnson will love this hilarious and heartwarming tale of
a girl on her own for the first time. If given the
opportunity, what sixteen-year-old wouldn’t jump at the
chance to move in with a friend and live parent-free?
Although maybe “opportunity” isn’t the right word, since
April had to tell her dad a tiny little untruth to make it
happen (see #1: “Lied to Our Parents”). But she and her
housemate Vi are totally responsible and able to take
care of themselves. How they ended up “Skipping
School” (#3), “Buying a Hot Tub” (#4), and, um,
“Harboring a Fugitive” (#7) is a mystery to them. To get
through the year, April will have to juggle a love triangle,
learn to do her own laundry, and accept that her carefully
constructed world just might be falling apart . . . one thingshe-shouldn’t-have-done at a time.
Todd Camford went from Marine sniper to owning a
beachfront surf shop in Florida, and he couldn't be
happier. Unfortunately, the programming from his
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training hasn't quite been eliminated. His ex called him
an unfeeling cyborg, but he's a free-flying, unfettered
hawk, damn it. Relationships are out of the question...
And then she comes into his shop. Everyone knows who
Abigail Kelly is-mega rockstar, tabloid fixture. Still,
nothing prepares Todd for Abby's smoky gray eyes or
the swift breathlessness of their instant chemistry. He'd
be an ass (or possibly insane) to think he can resist her.
Just for today, maybe he'll keep an eye on her to make
sure she doesn't get mobbed. Because really, how much
damage could one day with a super-hot, kick-ass
celebrity really do?
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